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2. About The Author
Hi, my name is David Jones. I have been involved in the digital marketing
space now for almost 7 years. It has not been a bed of roses as some might
be tempted to think. Far from it. There were times when I was ready to
call it a day and hang up my boots as they were. But another part of me
said, "keep going." So I kept going and that has brought me to where I am
today. Feeling more resolved than ever that my breakthrough is almost
here.
My goal is to one day walk away from my Government job of eighteen long
years. I loved the job, yes I truly did. But over the years I lost that spark
and picked up another. Back in January of 2014, I picked up my trusty
laptop and imagined to myself, that if I could just get 100,000 people to
pay me just one dollar ( $1.00) I would be singing all the way to the bank.
But it never happened. What did happen though was that I have learned
that my passion lies in online marketing. I also want to be a beacon of hope
for the many countless marketers moping around online not having a clue.
I want to make life easier for them than it was for me when I came online.
It is for this reason that I am writing this e-book. I wanted to share some
knowledge that I have been gleaning since June of this year 2020, which
up until that time I didn't have a clue about Facebook or how it really
worked. But now I have a pretty good idea. I don't claim to know all there
is to know, but I know enough to point some folks in the right direction so
they would use the platform properly.
Each chapter in this e-book will give the reader a clear conception of
Facebook, how it works, and why it stands as one of the most popular
social media platforms today for not only connecting with peers, friends,
and family but also for doing business. This is for you.

David Stafford Jones
Digital Marketer | E-Mail: david@davidjonesmarketing.com
@davidjonesmarketing
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3.Introduction
to Facebook
The easiest way to understand what
Facebook does, and how it does it, is
to dig into the following analogy:
Facebook is an amusement park with
something for everyone.
Facebook brings people together
from all walks of life. Different
ethnicity, cultures, practices but yet
with a common thread running all
through them.
While Facebook is primarily social
media, it is also a platform for
business. Yet the most popular trend
now that seems to have taken over is
organic marketing.

Over 1.7 Billion users on
the web use Facebook.

REASONS TO USE FACEBOOK

Branding & Identity

Advertising

Communication

Organic & Paid Trafﬁc

Over the course of this e-book, I will share various
things about Facebook you ought to know as an
online marketer as this knowledge will positively
impact your business.
At this stage, I will include a disclaimer that I am not
a Facebook expert but rather am sharing what my
experience has been using the platform for the time
I have been online in marketing.
@davidjonesmarketing
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4. Creating Your Facebook Account
Okay, so you have decided to create your very own Facebook account.
What do you do ﬁrst? Here in this section, we shall cover just that.
The ﬁrst thing you do is go to Facebook.com.
I cannot say that there is a speciﬁc rule of thumb or as to what one should
focus on ﬁrst as you create a Facebook account.
Usually, the ﬁrst step would be to register an account either by using your
Google information or your email address along with a password you
create.
Facebook also requires that you have a telephone number associated with
your account.
Once you have gotten past registration, you ought to go straight to the
Settings area to set up the username of your new FB account as well as
determine your privacy settings like who has access to what you share and
so on.
You can see a visual presentation here on how to create a Facebook
account.
That's all for this section.
We shall focus next on creating your Timeline or Proﬁle page, your proﬁle
picture, and your feature photo.
@davidjonesmarketing
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5.Branding & Identity
Cover Photos, Proﬁle Pics & Feature Photos.

Proﬁle Photo
400 x 400 px

Cover Photo 821 x 315 px

The Facebook proﬁle photo should always
feature the face of the brand. People opt to do
business with whom they know, like, and trust.
The proﬁle photo carries a size of 400 x 400
pixels. Seemingly unknown by many is the fact
that just behind the proﬁle photo is an area
where you can give your photo a description.
Some have wisely used this space to give a
detailed call to action based on what offer they
are promoting along with links. Check it out.

Featured Photo
960 x 960 px

The featured photo is as described. This photo
often acts as a sub photo to the cover photo as
the script often used is that found on the cover.

@davidjonesmarketing

The featured photo does just that. It features or
spotlights the brand makes the same claim as
that of the cover photo. All photos should be
matching both in brand image and message.
I have left you here with examples of the Cover
photo, The Proﬁle photo, and ﬁnally the
Featured photo. All 3 photos have description
areas behind them which are often used by the
account users to promote their offers.
6
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6.Creating Your Facebook Fan / Business
Page & FB Groups.
Fan / Business Pages

Business Pages Cont'd

Facebook prefers that its users create
what are called fan or business pages for

Posts and anything promotional in
nature can be posted to your business

the purposes of advertising and more
importantly making use of

page without fear or fuss.

Facebook's ad platform.
On the business page, you can highlight
and promote your offer.

In fact, Facebook also allows users to
boost their content to reach more of
their audience using a business page
than it would your timeline.

Types Of Pages

A New Type Of Business Card

Users on Facebook's platform can create
pages in two categories. Business or
Brand. Community or Public Figure.

One of the reasons that users now
utilize their proﬁle area as their
business card is because many are
using Organic marketing to acquire
leads and the proﬁle is the most
commonly used area for connecting
and establishing relationships on the
platform.
Your proﬁle is your main hub of activity.

A recent trend though is that many have
moved away from creating business
pages and instead opted to use their
Facebook proﬁles as their area of
business promotion.

@davidjonesmarketing.
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6.FB Groups Cont'd.

Facebook groups are a very unique way of not only building a tribe or community
of individuals who follow you and are interested in what you can help them
achieve. Creating Facebook Groups can also help combat low reach and
engagement rates.
Facebook Groups are spaces on the social media network for friends,
acquaintances, or people with similar interests to discuss or share about broad or
narrow topics. Groups provide an arena for organic discussion about your
products or services and present the opportunity to cultivate brand awareness
Content in the way of training and strategies to follow for a participant's growth
are created and stored in modules called units which follow a system similar to a
course format as you can implement accountability features so you as the admin
can have an idea of who is actually digesting your content.
Groups are a way to keep your people close, nurturing them along their online
journey, while building your credibility and directing them to your desired goal.
Groups foster brand loyalty and groom your audience from being cold to warm,
warm to even red hot fans who will eventually become buyers of your products or
services.
@davidjonesmarketing
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7.Adding Friends On Facebook: Do's & Dont's.
Identifying Your Ideal Audience.

1

When you want to add a new friend or connection on Facebook, send
them a message of introduction. It takes as little as two minutes and
goes a long way. It also serves to inform the selected individual that a
friend request is on the way and helps establish trust very early on.

2

Try where possible to add persons you already know, like, and trust.
Facebook will often send you friend suggestions but you need not
just friend these people because they were suggested to you unless
something about them resonates with you.

3

When it comes to making new acquaintances, take some time to
really think about the type of person you'd want in your circle. Who
exactly is your ideal audience? What do you share in common? Are
your values the same?

4
5

Pay attention next to the following when accepting or seeking new
friends. Note ﬁrst the name on the proﬁle and the name in the Url of their
Facebook proﬁle. Also note where they claim to live, how active they are
on the platform? Do they respond to comments on their posts? This will let
you know immediately if they are a match for you or even real.
While many on Facebook are there for social reasons, many are there
for business. This is why it becomes critical to know who you are
climbing into bed with when sending and receiving friend requests.
In the link below, I've placed a link with some tips on how to spot fake
proﬁles.

OTHER RELATED INFORMATION
https://www.ditchthelabel.org/how-to-spot-a-catﬁsh/

@davidjonesmarketing
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7(b) Identifying Your Ideal Target Audience.
In this section, I have shared part of an article for which I'll reference the site where you can read
the full post. Here in the segment below, you will essentially discover what or how to go about
determining your own ideal target audience. It is important ﬁrst to understand what is really
meant when we say our ideal Target Audience. The example below however takes into
consideration what one would do in securing such an audience for one's own website, but can be
tweaked accordingly even if using organic marketing methods and on a platform like Facebook.

What is a Target Audience?
Creating a target audience is essential for knowing where to focus your sales and marketing
efforts. This helps you to understand who your target customer is and what they care about. This
can include:
Where they hang out on and ofﬂine?
How do they like to communicate?
What is their demographic information (ex: age range, expertise, location, job title, hobbies, etc.)
What are their psychographics information (i.e., behaviors, attitudes, lifestyle preferences,
personality types, etc.)
What pain points your product or service solves?
For example, if you have a SaaS product that helps IT professionals manage ﬁle-sharing across
mobile devices, your target audience might look something like this:
IT Directors with 10+ years of experience working in IT at enterprise ﬁrms
$100k+ salary
Most likely men. who are married with 2+ kids
Spends downtime on Reddit and Twitter
Biggest pain point – how manual and time-intensive the current ﬁle-sharing processes are
When we conducted our latest survey, we found that target audience research was most helpful
with content marketing, social media marketing, and SEO efforts.
https://databox.com/how-to-identify-the-target-audience-for-your-website
@davidjonesmarketing
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8.Attracting Your Ideal Audience Through
Content Specifically Written for them. Best
Posting Times etc.

Content That Attracts

Best Posting Times

When writing content to post on your Facebook
proﬁle or pages, it is vitally important that you
write to your customer Avatar. All this means is
that your content should be directly suited for
and targeting your ideal audience. This leads to
attraction, likes, engagement & sales.

When it comes to posting times, there is
quite a bit of ﬂexibility. Time zones and
knowing when your audience is online plays
a big part. Ideally, the best times are
between 9 am - 12 noon and then again
from 5 pm - 8 pm.

@davidjonesmarketing
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Further Establishing Your Facebook Reach
Through FB Stories. Building Authority Via
Facebook Lives.
Facebook
Stories

Facebook
Lives

1. FACEBOOK LIVES
2. FACEBOOK STORIES

3. FACEBOOK MESSENGER

When it comes to reach, on Facebook, Stories & Lives will carry the most sway. Especially
FaceBook Lives as they are fresh on the spot content, no room for error or second takes and
video is certainly king. With Lives, as long as you know your stuff, you can talk and demand
attention as folks will line up to hear the words dropping from your lips.
Lives can either make you or break you. When approached in a way that causes you to appreciate
that people are more interested in what you have to say than how you look, then you will see the
magnitude in FaceBook lives. Stories can easily as well be spun off lives as stories are short, funﬁlled moments that allow you also to peak into a person's life but more so at a ﬂeeting glance.
Stories will then give way to even more engagement when the activity is then carried over to the
messenger platform.
The person who has gotten to the point where he is acing FB Lives and further sharing his life
through stories on Facebook will cap it off with some good stimulating chats on messenger. For
me personally, I love the live platform even though I only recently did my ﬁrst ever. Video content
is King, with StorIes and Messenger pulling a close second and third respectively. If it's reach and
engagement you seek, Lives are the way to go. But with Messenger, you get to close the deals.

@davidjonesmarketing
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More About Reach Through FaceBook
Stories, Lives & Messenger.
Visual Communication
Visual Communication is by far the best way to
reach your audience, but it is wise to also know the
following when it comes to reaching and engaging
your audience on Facebook.
1. If your engagement sucks maybe it's because
you are targeting the wrong audience.
2. It is also possible that no one is seeing your
posts. Why? Maybe you changed your original
niche midway and those with you, in the
beginning, have fallen off.
3. Engagement does not readily translate to
dollars and cents. You must also, having
engaged be willing to seal the deal through
further dialogue (Messenger)
4.You also need to ask for engagement. In your posts
ask folks to do exactly what you want them to do. If
you are giving folks what they want, don't you have
the right to ask for what you want too?
This is why media involving the use of video like
Facebook Lives & Stories can be so powerful to
command the audience you desire, but you still have
to know what you are doing.
I cannot help but also reiterate the use of Messenger in the process of after having led your prospect
to the source of his or her solution, you still need for communication. This time verbally. Messenger
is where you separate the sheep from the goats so to speak. This is where fortunes are made or lost.
Since it has all been about relationship building, then using Messenger to seal the deal as it were
should pose no threat to you closing the deal.
@davidjonesmarketing
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10. Organic Marketing vs. Paid Ads.
Which One Delivers on Facebook?
When it comes to Facebook, the site facilitates a targeted ad platform through
which people of all walks, even entrepreneurs can create highly successful ad
campaigns which can also through the infamous Facebook pixel even re-target
those persons who might not have taken action on the initial ad shown to them.
FaceBook ads can reach a speciﬁc demographic and can be tailored extensively to
that ideal choice of audience you desire to attract. Many do not know how to
properly run FaceBook ads and often then get their ads pulled or even ad
accounts shut down. But the ad platform is not to be overlooked. Facebook ads
when conducted as they ought, have brought entrepreneurs great ROI on their
ad campaigns.

Now there has been a growing trend for some time now on Facebook where the
creation of business pages has been abandoned and personal timelines have
been turned into digital business cards. In addition, there has been a push for
organic marketing to supersede the regular paid ads as the new norm.
Organic Marketing also has a place I do agree, but it takes time and can be very
overwhelming especially for those who are looking to achieve results in a much
faster time frame. Organic marketing which is the free alternative to the paid
ads employs strategies that must be learned or you may ﬁnd yourself even more
frustrated than when you began.
Organic marketing relies on the individual using methods of engagement
through content written to target the speciﬁc audience desired and oft employs
attraction marketing as well with proﬁles now customized & branded to attract
the clients sought.

@davidjonesmarketing
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Conclusion & Closing Remarks.
I have sought to give you an overview in some regards as to what Facebook is all about
and how best to navigate the platform. There is still so much to share, most of which
shall be covered in future video tutorials. Facebook is for everyone. I have shared my
personal experiences with regards to using the platform and I hope you would have
gotten value from my effort here in this e-book. Any feedback you can write to me
here at david@davidjonesmarketing.com.

FACEBOOK MASTERY 2021
For Everyone Seeking To Learn A Bit More On How To Best
Use The Platform.

David Stafford Jones
@davidjonesmarketing
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The End

Photos used in this E-Book compliments of Unsplash.com
Graphics courtesy of Visme
Everything else including layout & design compliments of yours truly
David Stafford Jones.

This E-book has been created to help those persons new to using
FaceBook to easily navigate the platform, maximizing the potential to
be realized and not making the many mistakes newbies are known to
encounter.

In short, this E-Book has been for me a way to pave the way for those
now embarking on their online journey and giving them the guidance
to reach their goals.

I do hope you have found it interesting as this is only the beginning.

David Stafford Jones
THANK
YOU

LET'S KEEP IN TOUCH
Connect with me
E-Mail - david@davidjonesmarketing.com
FaceBook - @ David.Stafford.Jones
Blog - https://davidjonesmarketing.com
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